Kolyvagin used Heegner points to associate a system of cohomology classes to an elliptic curve over Q and conjectured that the system contains a non-trivial class. His conjecture has profound implications on the structure of Selmer groups. We provide new computational and theoretical evidence for Kolyvagin's conjecture. More precisely, we explicitly compute Heegner points over ring class fields and use these points to verify the conjecture for specific elliptic curves of rank two. We explain how Kolyvagin's conjecture implies that if the analytic rank of an elliptic curve is at least two then the Zp-corank of the corresponding Selmer group is at least two as well. We also use explicitly computed Heegner points to produce non-trivial classes in the Shafarevich-Tate group.
Introduction
Let E /F be an elliptic curve over a number field F . The analytic rank r an (E/F ) of E is the order of vanishing of the L-function L(E /F , s) at s = 1. The Mordell-Weil rank r MW (E/F ) is the rank of the Mordell-Weil group E(F ). The conjecture of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer is the assertion that r an (E/F ) = r MW (E/F ).
Kolyvagin constructed explicit cohomology classes from Heegner points over certain abelian extensions of quadratic imaginary fields and used these classes to bound the size of the Selmer groups for elliptic curves over Q of analytic rank at most one (see [Kol90] , [Kol91b] and [Gro91] ). His results, together with the Gross-Zagier formula (see [GZ86] ), imply the following theorem: Theorem 1.1 (Gross-Zagier, Kolyvagin) . Let E /Q be an elliptic curve which satisfies r an (E/Q) ≤ 1. Then r an (E/Q) = r MW (E/Q).
Unfortunately, very little is known about the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture for elliptic curves E /Q with r an (E/Q) ≥ 2. Still, it implies the following conjecture: Conjecture 1.2. If r an (E/Q) ≥ 2 then r MW (E/Q) ≥ 2.
As far as we know, nothing has been proved towards the above assertion. A weaker conjecture can be formulated in the language of Selmer coranks. The Selmer corank r p (E/F ) of E /F is the Z p -corank of the Selmer group Sel p ∞ (E/F ). Using Kummer theory, one shows that r p (E/Q) ≥ r MW (E/Q) with an equality occuring if and only if the p-primary part of the Shafarevich-Tate group X(E/Q) is finite. Thus, one obtains the following weaker conjecture: Conjecture 1.3. If r an (E/Q) ≥ 2 then r p (E/Q) ≥ 2.
For elliptic curves E of arbitrary analytic rank, Kolyvagin was able to explain the exact structure of the Selmer group Sel p ∞ (E/Q) in terms of Heegner points and the associated cohomology classes under a conjecture about the non-triviality of these classes (see [Kol91a, Conj .A]). Unfortunately, Kolyvagin's conjecture appears to be extremely difficult to prove. Until the present paper, there has been no example of an elliptic curve over Q of rank at least 2 for which the conjecture has been verified.
In this paper, we present a complete algorithm to compute Kolyvagin's cohomology classes by explicitly computing the corresponding Heegner points over ring class fields. We use this algorithm to verify Kolyvagin's conjecture for the first time for elliptic curves of analytic rank two. We also explain (see Corollary 3.5) how Kolyvagin's conjecture implies Conjecture 1.3. In addition, we use methods of Christophe Cornut (see [Cor02] ) to provide theoretical evidence for Kolyvagin's conjecture. Finally, as a separate application of the explicit computation of Heegner points, we construct nontrivial cohomology classes in the Shafarevich-Tate group X(E/K) of elliptic curves E over certain quadratic imaginary fields.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces Heegner points over ring class fields and Kolyvagin cohomology classes. We explain the method of computation and illustrate them with two examples. In Section 3 we state Kolyvagin's conjecture, discuss Kolyvagin's work on Selmer groups and establish Conjecture 1.3 as a corollary. Moreover, we present a proof of the theoretical evidence following closely Cornut's arguments. Section 3.6 contains the essential examples for which we manage to explicitely verify the conjecture. Finally, in Section 4 we apply our computational techniques to produce explicit non-trivial elements in the Shafarevich-Tate groups for specific elliptic curves.
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Heegner points over ring class fields
We discuss Heegner points over ring class fields in Section 2.1 and describe a method for computing them in Section 2.2. Height estimates for these points are given in the appendix. We illustrate the method with some examples in Section 2.3. The standard references are [Gro91] , [Kol90] and [McC91] .
Let E be an elliptic curve over Q of conductor N and let K = Q( √ −D) for some fundamental discriminant −D < 0, D = 3, 4, such that all prime factors of N are split in K. We refer to such a discriminant as a Heegner discriminant for E/Q. Let O K be the ring of integers of K. It follows that
By the modularity theorem (see [BCDT01] ), there exists a modular parameterization
We view O K and N as Z-lattices of rank 2 in C and observe that C/O K → C/N −1 is a cyclic isogeny of degree N between the elliptic curves C/O K and C/N −1 . This isogeny corresponds to a complex point x 1 ∈ X 0 (N )(C). According to the theory of complex multiplication [Sil94, Ch.II], the point x 1 is defined over the Hilbert class field H K of K.
More generally, for an integer c, let O c = Z + cO K be the order of conductor c in
is a cyclic isogeny of degree N . Thus, it defines a point x c ∈ X 0 (N )(C). By the theory of complex multiplication, this point is defined over the ring class field K[c] of conductor c over K (that is, the unique abelian extension of K corresponding to the norm subgroup O c
We use the parameterization ϕ : X 0 (N ) → E to obtain points
Let y K = Tr HK /K (y 1 ). We refer to y K as the Heegner point for the discriminant D, even though it is only well defined up to sign and torsion (if N ′ is another ideal with O/N ′ ≃ Z/N Z then the new Heegner point differs from y K by at most a sign change and a rational torsion point).
Explicit computation of the points y c
Significant work has been done on explicit calculations of Heegner points on elliptic curves (see [Coh07] , [Del02] , [Elk94] , [Wat04] ). Yet, all of these compute only the points y 1 and y K . In [EJL] explicit computations of the points y c were considered in several examples and some difficulties were outlined.
To compute the point
be the newform corresponding to the elliptic curve E and Λ be the complex lattice (defined up to homothety), such that E ∼ = C/Λ. Let h × = h ∪ P 1 (Q) ∪ {i∞}, where h = {z ∈ C : Im(z) > 0}, equipped with the action of Γ 0 (N ) by linear fractional transformations. The modular parametrization ϕ : X 0 (N ) → E is then given by the function ϕ :
where f = ∞ n=1 a n q n is the Fourier expansion of the modular form f .
We first compute ideal class representatives a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a hc for the Picard group
be the image of the the ideal class of a i under the Artin map. Thus, we can use the ideal a i to compute a complex number τ i ∈ h representing the CM point σ i (x c ) for each i = 1, . . . , h c (since
. Explicitly, the Galois conjugates of x c are
Next, we can use (2.1) to approximate ϕ(σ i (x c )) as an element of C/Λ by truncating the infinite series. Finally, the image of ϕ(τ i ) + Λ under the Weierstrass ℘-function gives us an approximation of the x-coordinate of the point y c on the Weierstrass model of the elliptic curve E. On the other hand, this coordinate is K[c]-rational. Thus, if we compute the map (2.1) with sufficiently many terms and up to high enough floating point accuracy, we must be able to recognize the correct x-coordinate of y c on the Weierstrass model as an element of K[c].
To implement the last step, we use the upper bound established on the logarithmic height of the Heegner point y c (given in the appendix). The bound on the logarithmic height comes from a bound on the canonical height combined with bounds on the height difference (see the appendix for complete details). Once we have a height bound, we estimate the floating point accuracy required for the computation. Finally, we estimate the number of terms of (2.1) necessary to compute the point y c up to the corresponding accuracy (see [Coh07, p.591 
]).
Remark 2.1. In practice, there are two ways to implement the above algorithm. The first approach is to compute an approximation x i of the x-coordinates of y σi c for every i = 1, . . . , c and form the polynomial
The coefficients of this polynomial are very close to the rational coefficients of the minimal polynomial of the actual x-coordinate of y c . Thus, one can try to recognize the coefficients of F (z) by using the continued fractions method. The second approach is to search for the τ i with the largest imaginary part (which will make the convergence of the corresponding series (2.1) defining the modular parametrization fast) and then try to search for an algebraic dependence of degree [K[c] : K] using standard algorithms implemented in PARI/GP. Indeed, computing a conjugate with a smaller imaginary part might be significantly harder since the infinite series in (2.1) will converge slower and one will need more terms to compute the image up to the required accuracy.
Remark 2.2. We did not actually implement an algorithm for computing bounds on heights of Heegner points as described in the appendix of this paper. Thus the computations below are not provably correct, though we did many consistency checks, and our computational observations are almost certainly correct. The primary goal of the examples and practical implementation of our algorithm is to provide tools and data for improving our theoretical understanding of Kolyvagin's conjecture, and not making the computations below provably correct does not detract from either of these goals.
Examples
We compute the Heegner points y c for specific elliptic curves and choices of quadratic imaginary fields.
53A1
: Let E /Q be the elliptic curve with label 53A1 in Cremona's database. Explicitly, E is the curve y
9 + · · · . One applies the methods from Section 2.2 to compute the minimal polynomial of the x-coordinate of y 5 for the above model
Since F (x) is an irreducible polynomial over K, it generates the ring class field
, where α is one of the roots. To find the y-coordinate of y 5 we substitute α into the equation of E and factor the resulting quadratic polynomial over K[5] to obtain that the point y 5 is equal tò
389A1: The elliptic curve with label 389A1 is y 2 + y = x 3 + x 2 − 2x and the associated modular form fE(q) = q − 2q 2 − 2q 3 + 2q 4 − 3q 5 + 4q 6 − 5q 7 + q 9 + 6q 10 + · · · . Let D = 7 (which is a Heegner discriminant for E) and c = 5. As above, we compute the minimal polynomial of the x-coordinate of y 5
If α is a root of F (x) then y 5 = (α, β) where
.
709A1:
The curve 709A1 with equation y
and if α is a root of x then y 5 = (α, β) 
Preliminaries
Most of this section follows the exposition in [Gro91] , [McC91] and [Kol91c].
Kolyvagin primes.
We refer to a prime number ℓ as a Kolyvagin prime if ℓ is inert in K and p divides both a ℓ and ℓ + 1). For a Kolyvagin prime ℓ let
We denote by Λ r the set of all square-free products of exactly r Kolyvagin primes and
Kolyvagin derivative operators. Let
For each ℓ ∈ Λ 1 , the group G ℓ is cyclic of order ℓ + 1. Indeed,
Note that
We refer to D c as the Kolyvagin derivative operators. Finally, let S be a set of coset representatives for the subgroup G c ⊆ G c . Define
The points P c are derived from the points y c , so we will refer to them as derived Heegner points.
3. The function m : Λ → Z and the sequence {m r } r≥0 . For any c ∈ Λ let m ′ (c) be the largest positive integer such that P c ∈ p
Finally, let m r = min c∈Λ r m(c).
Proof. This is proved in [Kol91c, Thm.C].
Kolyvagin cohomology classes
Kolyvagin uses the points P c to construct classes κ c,m ∈ H 1 (K, E[p m ]) for any c ∈ Λ m . For the details of the construction, we refer to [Gro91, pp.241-242]) and [McC91, §4] . The class κ c,m is explicit, in the sense that it is represented by the 1-cocycle 
Statement of the conjecture
We are interested in m ∞ = min c∈Λ m(c) = lim r→∞ m r . In the case when the Heegner point P 1 = y K has infinite order in E(K), the Gross-Zagier formula (see [GZ86] ) implies that E(K) has rank 1, i.e., m 0 < ∞ as it is ord p ([E(K) : Zy K ]). In that case, m ∞ < ∞, so the system of cohomology classes
is nonzero. A much more interesting and subtle is the case of an elliptic curves E over K of rank at least 2. Kolyvagin conjectured (see [Kol91a, Conj.C] ) that in all cases T is non-trivial. 3.4 A consequence on the structure of Selmer groups 
and
where r ≤ f and f − r is even.
The above structure theorem of Kolyvagin has the following consequence which strongly supports Conjecture 1.3. (ii) If r an (E/Q) is odd and strictly larger than 1 then
Proof. (i) By using [BFH90] or [MM97] one can choose a quadratic imaginary field
D of E by the quadratic character associated to K does not vanish at s = 1. This means (by Gross-Zagier's formula [GZ86] ) that the basic Heegner point y K has infinite order and thus, by Kolyvagin's work, the Selmer group Sel p ∞ (E D /Q) has corank one, i.e., r − p (E/K) = 1. We want to show that r p (E/K) ≥ 3, i.e., r
Assume the contrary, i.e. r + p (E/K) ≤ 1. Then, according to Theorem 3.4, r = 0. Since f has the same parity as r, we conclude that f = 0 as well, i.e., the Heegner point y K has infinite order in E(K) and hence (by the Gross-Zagier formula) the L-function vanishes to order 1 which is a contradiction, since by hypothesis r an (E/Q) > 0. Therefore
(ii) It follows from the work of Waldspurger (see also [BFH90, pp.543-44]) that one can choose a quadratic imaginary field
This means that r p (E D /Q) = 0, i.e., r + p (E/K) = 0. Thus, by Theorem 3.4 we obtain r = 0 and f is even (r and f are as in Theorem 3.4). If f > 0 we are done because in that case r p (E/K) ≥ 3. If f = 0, we use the same argument as in (i) to arrive at a contradiction. Therefore,
Cornut's theoretical evidence for Kolyvagin's conjecture
The following evidence for Conjecture 3.2 was proven by Christophe Cornut. Remark 3.7. For a nontorsion point P c , let e c denotes the minimal exponent e, such that P c / ∈ p ec E(K[c]). Proposition 3.6 gives very little evidence towards the Kolyvagin conjecture. The reason is that even if one gets non-torsion points P c , it might still happen that for each such c we have e c > M (c) in which case all classes κ c,m with m ≤ M (c) will be trivial.
Lemma 3.8. The group E(K[∞]) tors is finite.
Proof. Let q be any prime which is a prime of good reduction for E, which is inert in K and which is different from the primes in Λ 1 . Let q be the unique prime of K over q. It follows from class field theory that the prime q splits completely in K[∞] since it splits in each of the finite extensions K[c]. Thus, the completion of K[∞] at any prime which lies over ℓ is isomorphic to K q and therefore, E(K[∞]) tors ֒→ E(K λ ) tors . The last group is finite since it is isomorphic to an extension of Z 
Then the vector D 0 y c ⊗ 1 ∈ V is nontrivial and since
then there exists a ring class character χ, such that e χ D 0 (y c ⊗ 1) = 0 (here, V χ is the eigenspace corresponding to the character χ). Next, we consider the point
Thus, it remains to compute
To complete the proof, notice that for all, but finitely many c ∈ Λ, the hypothesis of Lemma 3.9 will be satisfied.
Computational evidence for Kolyvagin's conjecture
Consider the example E = 389A1 with equation y 2 + y = x 3 + x 2 − 2x. As in Section 2.3, let D = 7, ℓ = 5, and p = 3. Using the algorithm of [GJP + 05, §2.1] we verify that the mod p Galois representation ρ E,p is surjective. Next, we observe that ℓ = 5 is a Kolyvagin prime for E, p and D. Let c = 5 and consider the class κ 5,1 ∈ H 1 (K, E[3]). We claim that κ 5,1 = 0 which will verify Kolyvagin's conjecture. 
Proof of Proposition 3.10. We already computed the Heegner point y 5 on the model
2 −2x in Section 2.3. The Weierstrass model for E is y 2 = x 3 −7/3x+107/108, so A = −7/3 and B = 107/108. We now compute the point
) on the Weierstrass model, where σ is a generator of Gal(K[5]/K). To show that κ 5,1 = 0 we need to check that there is no point Q = (x, y), such that 3Q = P 5 . For the verification of this fact, we use the division polynomial ψ 3 and the polynomial φ 3 . Indeed, it follows from the recursive definitions that
Consider the polynomial g(x) = φ 3 (x) − X(P 5 )ψ 3 (x) 2 , where X(P 5 ) is the x-coordinate of the point P 5 on the Weierstrass model. We factor g(x) (which has degree 9) over the number field K[5] and check that it is irreducible. In particular, there is no root of g(x) in K[5], i.e., there is no Q ∈ E(K[5]), such that 3Q = P 5 . Thus, κ 5,1 = 0.
Remark 3.11. Using exactly the same method as above, we verify Kolyvagin's conjecture for the other two elliptic curves of rank two from Section 2.3. For both E = 709A1 and E = 718B1 we use D = 7, p = 3 and ℓ = 5 (which are valid parameters), and verify that κ 5,1 = 0 in the two cases. For completeness, we provide all the data of each computation in the three examples in the files 389A1.txt, 709A1.txt and 718A1.txt.
Non-trivial elements of the Shafarevich-Tate group
Throughout the entire section, let E /Q be a non-CM elliptic curve, K = Q( √ −D), where D is a Heegner discriminant for E such that the Heegner point y K has infinite order in E(K) (which, by the Gross-Zagier formula and Kolyvagin's result, means that E(K) has Mordell-Weil rank one) and let p be a prime, such that p ∤ DN and the mod p Galois representation ρ E,p is surjective.
Non-triviality of Kolyvagin classes.
Under the above assumptions, the next proposition provides a criterion which guarantees that an explicit class in the Shafarevich-Tate group X(E/K) is non-zero. 
[Non-divisibility]: The derived Heegner point
P c is not divisible by p m in E(K[c]), i.e., P c / ∈ p m E(K[c]).
[Parity]:
The number f c = #{ℓ : ℓ | c} is odd.
Proof. The first hypothesis implies that the image κ
is an element of the Shafarevich-Tate group X(E/K). The second one implies that κ c,m = 0. To show that κ ′ c,m = 0 we use the exact sequence
which splits under the action of complex conjugation as
According to [Gro91, Prop.5.4(2)], the class κ c,m lies in the ε c -eigenspace of the Selmer group Sel p m (E/K) for the action of complex conjugation, where ε c = ε(−1) fc = −1 (f c is odd by the third hypothesis and ε = 1 since −ε is the sign of the functional equation for E /K which is −1 by Gross-Zagier). On the other hand, the Heegner point y K = P 1 lies in the ε 1 -eigenspace of complex conjugation (again, by [Gro91, Prop.5.4(2)]) where ε 1 = ε(−1) f1 = 1. Since E(K) has rank one, the group E(K) − is torsion and since
which implies κ ′ c,m = 0.
The example E = 53A1.
The Weierstrass equation for the curve E =53A1 is y 2 = x 3 + 405x + 16038 and E has rank one over Q. The Fourier coefficient a 5 (f ) ≡ 5 + 1 ≡ 0 mod 3, so ℓ = 5 is a Kolyvagin prime for E, the discriminant D = 43 and the prime p = 3. Kolyvagin's construction exhibits a class κ 5,1 ∈ H 1 (K, E[3]). We will prove the following proposition: ]. Yet, this result is not explicit in the sense that one does not know any particular Kolyvagin class which is non-trivial. The above proposition exhibits an explicit non-zero cohomology class in the p-primary part of the Shafarevich-Tate group X(E/K).
Proof. Using the data computed in Section 2.3 for this curve, we apply the Kolyvagin derivative to compute the point P 5 . In order to do this, one needs a generator of the Galois group Gal(K[5]/K). Such a generator is determined by the image of α, which will be another root of f (x) in K [5] . We check that the automorphism σ defined by is a generator (we found this automorphism by factoring the defining polynomial of the number field over the number field K[5]). Thus, we can compute
Note that we are computing the point on the Weierstrass model of E rather than on the original model. The cohomology class κ 5,1 is represented by the cocycle
which is trivial if and only if
we repeat the argument of Proposition 3.10 and verify (using any factorization algorithm for polynomials over number fields) that the polynomial g(x) = φ 3 (x) − X(P 5 )ψ 3 (x) 2 has no linear factors over K[5] (here, X(P 5 ) is the x-coordinate of P 5 ). This means that there is no point Q = (x, y) ∈ E(K[5]), such that 3Q = P 5 , i.e., κ 5,1 = 0. Finally, using Proposition 4.1 we conclude that the class κ
Remark 4.4. For completeness, all the computational data is provided (with the appropriate explanations) in the file 53A1.txt. We verified the irreducibility of g(x) using MAGMA and PARI/GP independently.
5.1
The automorphic L-functions L(f, χ, s) and L(π, s)
Zhang's formula
For a character χ of Gal(K[c]/K), let
be the associated eidempotent. The canonical height h(e χ y c ) is related via the generalized Gross-Zagier formula of Zhang to a special value of the derivative of the L-function L(f, χ, s) at s = 1 (see [Zha01, Thm.1.2.1]). More precisely,
Since e χ ′ y c , e χ ′′ y c = 0 whenever χ ′ = χ ′′ (here, , denotes the Néron- Tate 
Computing special values of derivatives of automorphic Lfunctions
For simplicity, let γ(s) = L ∞ (f ⊗ θ χ , s + 1/2) be the gamma factor of the L-function L(π, s). This means that if λ(π, s) = Q s/2 γ(s)L(π, s) then Λ(π, s) satisfies the functional equation Λ(π, s) = Λ(π, 1 − s). We will describe a classical algorithm to compute the value of L (k) (π, s) at s = s 0 up to arbitrary precision. The algorithm and its implementation is discussed in a greater generality in [Dok04] . The main idea is to express Λ(π, s) as an infinite series with rapid convergence which is usually done in the following sequence of steps:
1. Consider the inverse Mellin transform of the gamma factor γ(s), i.e., the function φ(t) which satisfies
One can show (see [Dok04, §3] ) that φ(t) decays exponentially for large t. Hence, the sum
converges exponentially fast. The function φ(t) can be computed numerically as explained in [Dok04, §3-5].
2. The Mellin transform of Θ(t) is exactly the function Λ(π, s). Indeed,
3. Next, we obtain a functional equation for Θ(t) which relates Θ(t) to Θ(1/t). Indeed, since Λ(π, s) is holomorphic, Mellin's inversion formula implies that
Therefore,
Thus, Θ(t) satisfies the functional equation Θ(1/t) = −tΘ(t). 6. Finally, we compute
Next, we consider the incomplete Mellin transform
Thus,
is the desired expansion. From here, we obtain a formula for the k-th derivative
The computation of the derivatives of G s (x) is explained in [Dok04, §3-5].
Remark 5.3. In the above situation (the Rankin-Selberg L-function of two cusp forms of levels N and d c = c 2 D), one can even prove a subconvexity bound |L ′ (π f ⊗θχ , 1/2)| ≪ f D 1/2−1/1057 c 1−2/1057 , where the implied constant depends only on f and is independent of χ (see [Mic04, Thm.2] ). Yet, the proof relies on much more involved analytic number theory techniques than the convexity principle, so we do not discuss it here.
Height difference bounds and the main estimates
To estimate h(y c ) we need a bound on the difference between the canonical and the logarithmic heights. Such a bound has been established in [Sil90] and [CPS06] and is effective.
Let F be a number field. For any non-archimedian place v of K, let E 0 (F v ) denote the points of E( Since E(Q) tor is trivial for all the curves that we are considering, the above proposition is applicable. In general, one does not need this assumption in order to compute height bounds (see [CPS06, Thm.1] for the general case).
Remark 5.6. A method for computing ε v and δ v up to arbitrary precision for real and complex archimedian places is provided in [CPS06, [7] [8] [9] .
